
 DASSY® ODESSA (200984)

SUMMER HIGH VISIBILITY TROUSERS WITH KNEE
POCKETS

DASSY® Safety HiVis Odessa, your perfect partner when
temperatures are rising: light and breathable but still strong and
practical. Its pockets and adjustable knee pockets are reinforced with
the extra sturdy Cordura® fabric. The mesh inserts at the crotch and
at the back of knees guarantee an optimal ventilation. And the
reflective, segmented tape helps you to stay visible at all times, while
allowing the trousers to follow your every move.

Product details

- adjustable Cordura® knee pockets
- 2 front pockets
- back pocket with flap
- open back pocket
- leg pocket
- pen holder
- ruler pocket
- utility knife pocket
- knife holder
- mobile phone pocket
- loop for ID card holder
- concealed zip-up safety pocket
- mesh inserts at crotch and back of knees for ventilation
- segmented reflective tape of 70 mm
- adjustable back elastic
- regular fit
- regular waist
- three-needle stitching
- contrast stitching
- extendable hem (5 cm extra)
- concealed jeans button and zipper

 
Symbols

 
Quality: PESCO 70 - HiVisFABRIC

65% polyester/35% cotton , +/- 245 g/m²
reinforcement: nylon Cordura®

OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
 
Quality: PESCO 61

65% polyester/35% cotton , +/- 245 g/m²
 
Colours
fluo yellow/cement grey (6941) - fluo yellow/navy (6981) - fluo
orange/bottle green (6631) - fluo orange/navy (6681) - fluo
red/cement grey (6643)

 

 6941  6981  6631  6681  6643 

 
Sizes
BE-FR-ES STANDAARD 36-62 MINUS 40-54 PLUS 40-54
DE-NL-PL-HR-IT-CZ STANDAARD 42-66 MINUS 46-58 PLUS 46-58
UK STANDAARD 28-52 MINUS 31-43 PLUS 31-43
NO-FI-EE-LT-IS STANDAARD C42-C66 MINUS C46-C58 PLUS 
C46-C58

 
Washing instructions

industrial cleaning recommended
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max 50 cycles
 

Certificates

Certified EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 - adjustable
Cordura® knee pockets in combination with
DASSY® CRATOS knee pads
Certified EN ISO 20471:2013+A1:2016 - class 2
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